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N: Hello, My name is Najah Ahmed, and today's date is May 20, 2018. I am interviewing Kasim
Hassen. Can you please introduce yourself and spell your name for me?

 K: Thank you Najah, my name is Kasim Hassen. First I would love to thank you for choosing
me as your subject interview for today. We are here at the beautiful UCSD library and it is my
first time here and I am delighted to answer some of your questions.

N: So, let's start with your date of birth and place of birth
K: I was born in Ethiopia; it is one of the countries in the Sub-Saharan in Africa. I was born in
1989 in a village in southern Ethiopia which is at the escort of civilization which I would detail
in a moment. 

N: How would you describe your childhood in your hometown?

K: I would say that my hometown is far away from what you sort of consider modern
civilization. we were somewhat a semi-nomadic people which means that we settled in lands
where we farmed depending on the ability to feed our cattle, we would move around to best feed
our cattle. We moved sometimes but most of the times we settled in one area. if you were to
imagine the savannah from the land cave interspersed with little of forest pretty much that is
what you would get. So, I can describe maybe typical morning at that time in this semi-arid
location. We didn't have the luxury of television or a running water or electricity. we would be
awakened early morning by the crows of the rosters. We would hear the moaning of the cows
and we would look at the beautiful sun, morning sunlight piercing through home which we kind
off construct from the cylindrical shaped, we call it Gojo bet. This is sort of the edulin of the
semi-nomadic people of southern Ethiopia. And yea, typical day would just start that way and we
made our breakfast in an open fire and huddle around, do our morning breakfast and everyone
goes toward their ways.

N: How was your class background in Ethiopia?

K: Class background. I didn't attend school at that time.  As young although I was of school age.
I entered school late and so when I came to the united states at the age of eight and prior to that,
it was a lot of education but that education was done through observation from my parents and
how they worked. But also from oral tradition, telling of stories. we would tell each other fables.
fables were sort off the foundations of education and the lessons of these fables remains with me



today. when I came to the united stated in fact at the age of eight, I was able to learn English by
about six grade. I was able to write these fables in to books and so I was able to share with my
middle classmates the things that I learned from my parent and their grandparents via oral
tradition. I wish that we had the fancy reorders that you have here ( laughs ).   but we were able
to rely heavily on our abiliy to recall and I think that has also strengthen my ability to recollect
and so I may not do well in the core of life if they ask me some questions, I won't be saying I
don't remember, that is how we passed on stories so memory was important. 

N: You already shared some of your childhood memories but what is your favorite ones?
K: you know; my favorite is just going around with my older sister. I loved tackling along with
them and see where they would go and I was too young and she would hurdle cattle and I would
go with her in the day to hurdle cattle and I would observe some of the things they did and the
games they played and it was great time for me to be able to do that with them.

N: what do you remember most from your parents and grandparents when you were a child?

K: I remember my father; he was a man of many talents. he didn't say that he couldn't do
anything. he always figured out things to do it. He was medicine man, he was mechanics, he was
a community leader and he was a wise philosopher and I recollect a lot of people coming to our
house on horsebacks after a long journey with their ill family member. I remember, he would
give many medical services for free and they would be leaving us in a better shape than how they
arrived. I remember this woman who had a broken foot and he did most of this without Anastasia
so I hear a lot of screaming in the close room. As for a child, that was a little bit frightening. but
now looking back I see some of things that he possessed to be able to heal and help the
community and so for my extended family, they include some of the same traits.  my mom did
some of the maternal care for neighbors and distant villager who would come to seek services.

N: Interesting, so what is some of important lessons that you learned from your parents or
grandparents?

K: you know, forward to keep on topic from the point of medicine. I think it is the idea that you
don't have to have a lot of things. you don't have to be the greatest person who possess wealth
and knowledge but you can do things for people just with the things you have. As long as you
put the effort, there is a lot you can do they wouldn't have expected to have done initially. Also,
my father used to say, be a man of community and not just of yourself so look externally because
that is where you are going to find fulfillment trough your dedication to others in the community.
when you can do that, you are above yourself and not just for yourself. 

N: that is great lessons you learned. you said you came to the U.S when you were eight. what
type of school did you attend since you came here and what type of education did you have?

K: when I came to the United States, I didn't speak English or even knew my A, B, C’s. I
self-taught myself the numbers but I didn't know much. So I was put in the classroom with the
rest of students. There was a board designated to me with pictures of my brother, the nurse and
the restroom and if I needed one of these three things, all I had to do was point to it and the



teacher would know what I need. From there on, I learned English, as a young person you would
learn quickly, that's the fortunate thing of coming to America really young and then I went to
regular high school and a really diverse high school that had about 90% minority and I went to
college. I started off in Grossmont college and did my general education but also got respiratory
therapy program certification from there and transferred to San Diego States university and got a
bachelor degree in Biology. Now, I work in the medical field as a research respiratory therapist in
neonatal intensive care. This as far as I have gone in terms of my education. 

N: That is a really great general description. if we want to go in details, do you recall any
memory of you while attending school?
K: I think I had pretty much a normal American childhood since I've come to America from
fourth grade and on, it was just a common American story. But depending on where you live in
the country, it varies little bit. but I think the American story is pretty much the same. 

N: So my question now, how were you treated by teachers and other students?

K: when I arrived to United States, the students were very helpful and that is why I learned
English quicker than I would have. I remember just kids signaling to me if they couldn't
communicate with me verbally and then I moved to an area where the teachers were very
experienced with immigrants and they didn't put too much pressure in the news way to
communicate and that is in the city area. They were a large amount of immigrants. I remember
that my teacher being a Filipino old woman and she used to say " one at a time everybody, one at
a time" and we had reading sessions and we would sit down and she would tell us Native
American stories. It was a lot of things that I didn't expect from the United States not just the
diversity but also the history; and people like the native Americans aren't the face of America.
So, as a foreigner, you are slowly introduced to this kind of things so you are in for surprise for
coming on in another flight.

N: So, how was your journey transferring from high school to community college to university
and what made you choose your major and what inspired you to choose it?

K: by the time I got to college level, I've gone through middle school and high school and I've
become full blown American now and I had American friends, I was sagging my pants. listened
to American music. It wasn't as much transition for me that is different than any other American
but I do understand though from my friends who came a little bit later in life, the transition is
little bit different. I chose biology as my major just because I was interested in being a scientist. I
thought that scientist are able to change our reality through investigative work and I am fortunate
to have realized the American dream which is be who you can be. When I first was introduced to
the idea of the American dream, any immigrant would tell you,  they don't know what American
dream is but when you find it, you would know what the American dream is. That is, I think,
everyone defines it differently, but being able to achieve something that you want to regardless
of how difficult it is without external barriers such as persecution, racism and financial
limitation. Not that America is pure of those limitations but the limitations are minimal here and
it is closer to the ideal, the ideal place where you can accomplish your dreams and goals and
realize those dreams that you dreamed off when you were a young boy or girl. 



N: That's a great definition of the American dream. Going back to your hometown and your
background, I would love to know more about your culture, I would love to know about some of
the holidays you celebrated in your hometown, do you have any memories of them. Do you still
celebrate them here?

K: Yes we still celebrate them here. There is a large Ethiopian community here. but there is a
huge difference though from there and here. There, you are completely immersed and everyone
is in a homogeneous culture, yet little bit diverse in terms but it is not as diverse as the United
States. We lived next to Christens and some Jews but all of which are the same skin color. so
there wasn't any color difference, it was just more off religious and some ideologies and some
small ethnic differences. Our culture is one that promotes cohesiveness, it is a collective culture,
it is a high context culture. the tradition goes back to Homer's, Greek Hay day time and Ethiopia
has been one of the countries or maybe the only country that's never been colonized. It has
limited western influence and you can see that in the tradition, in the way we would gather
around social activities, death for example is a multi-day event that goes on until the tear ducts
have given up. Ethiopian people have ways of crying their grieves. Each time someone walks in
for example to the funeral home, everyone has to start crying again even though, you are tired,
your crying because that is the culture that Ethiopia has evolved. So there are some differences
but generally, because of the religious diversity, we have many religious holidays that we
celebrate. Some mainstreams like Christianity, Islam and some small traditional ones that we do
celebrate. 

N: to elaborate more on the culture and the religion, did your family practice the religion when
you were growing up. Do you consider yourself as a religious person and what religion do you
follow?

K: my parents were Muslims and they are still Muslim. I am not as religious as I was before. I do
follow the costumes and participate in some religious activities when invited by my friends. but I
do try to explore different religions as well because I do have friends from different religious
backgrounds and to me it is more of enjoying the humanity and enjoying the connection and
friendship that I have cultivated over the years. any particular religious’ scripture or things like
that.

N: Is there any songs or images that reminds you of Ethiopia and can you provide some
examples of these?

K: you know sometimes I take long walks and hikes into the wilderness, the smell of the trees,
the birds, the different animals and the noise they would make and it just kind of takes me back
to the original sitting to where I was born where I was more isolated from the noise of this world
that we have in the United States. Other than that, I think the county itself is westernizing very
rapidly and so we do find some of the things that we find here there as well and nothing in
particular comes in light.



N: That is interesting. What is something that is unique about the Ethiopian culture or Ethiopian
tradition?
K: The Ethiopian culture is one that has reached this credential from the years and years of
isolation and building upon one another. It is very unique from the food they eat to the way they
greet each other and some of the expectation you would have for your children and its social
interaction. Some may find it very weird but it is something that if you go and visit Ethiopia, you
will find a lot of uniqueness that is indigenous to that country. 

N: I can tell from the way you talk about your culture that you love your country. 

K: Now my country is here right now. I am describing more about my former country. I want to
make that clear. I am completely immersed myself in the American way of life and I have taken
the citizenship and I have sworn to take arms in behave of the United States if need be.
N: what made you leave your country; specific reasons that made you leave it?

K: There was a war. The Country was always in some kind of political struggle somewhat civil
war and my brother left early on when I was maybe two years old. I had no idea that I was
coming to the United States, but I was fortunate enough that life selected me, that the universe
summoned me to this country. I was sponsored here to the united states by my brother. 

N: Did you have any experience during the war?

K: Yes. I did experience the war. I do remember going to hide at night and seeing just gun fire
left and right. We were just me and my neighbors. The rest of family went down into the ditch so
we don't catch any stray bullets and we remained there for the night. Before that, there was clam
before the storm and we knew that was coming. we were prepared, we saw soldiers marching
near our houses. we decided that it would be safe to leave our home and hide at a discrete
location. That's what we did but i didn't really see any other immediate danger to me. I thought it
was fun as a little boy to be able to hang out with the neighbors the whole night. Now in
retrospect, it could've been a life and death situation and I think the fear in my family's eyes were
real. 

N: How did the war effect your community and can you elaborate on that?

K: I think, war is a terrible thing and it takes so much out of you and it disturbs the communities
and you lose man power, we lost a lot of people, a lot of children,  a lot of boys my brother's age,
my brother was lucky go get out, and especially if you're forced into a war that you don't believe,
like an if an America goes into a war that he or she believes in one thing but to go to war that
you don't believe in and you have this cognitive dissidence, and your whole family have
cognitive dissonance, it's very hard to deal with, and so that's really why a lot of people in this
regions generally leave the war and find an alternative route in life.

N: so, how is it like to leave your country and your hometown and how did you feel about it
when you were leaving your country?



 K: At this time, I left at the time of peace and I said goodbye to my friends, but initially when I
was coming, I told by my older brother that it was just small trip to next and I would be back and
he would buy me toys and I said, "okay", you know, "no problem it would be fun". So, we got in
a pickup truck and this how we commuted for this distant cities. And the pickup truck, Toyota
pickup truck, and we drove up on very wavy, dusty, up the mountains, very dangerous trip, up
the mountains to a bigger city and then when I got there, he says just one more city. The capital
is a lot bigger, and you'll see a lot of interesting things. Me having the curious mind, I said,
"wow, take me, forget the toys, I just want to see this place, life. So he says, "okay" we have
another plans, and that's to take you to the United States where you'll find even more toys and so
I was brought here. I am still waiting for my toys, so hopefully these toys. But yeah that's
essentially how I got here. 

N: Did you think you would ever... would you ever return to your country... your home town?

K: Yes I would return to my country but under... but having fulfilled my father's
recommendations is how I would return to my country. He used to always say, "if you leave for a
foreign land, you should come back with a least three things: 1, you should have amassed some
wealth that you'd return with, you should be educated, and you should bring back knowledge that
we don't have or you should have friends or networks, because that's just as good as wealth and
so that if I can amass all these and possibly be an impetus for some change, there are a lot needed
changes that could take on and so if I were to do that, and so those are the conditions, those are
my conditions upon return. 

N: So, now, what was you’re feeling about the U.S. when you were living in Ethiopia and how
has this changed when you came to America?

K: I think all foreigners see America as this shining Diamond studded, Hollywood, movie, just
from other countries, wealth, and no one is hungry, no one is hurting and think this is the image
that America as propagated throughout the world but being so helpful. We have a lot of
philanthropic people who have given so much and the country gives a lot and this has lead other
people to believe that there's not homeless and there’s no hunger in America. And, so that's the
mind that not just me but everyone had about America and when I came I landed at San Diego
airport 1997, August 26, 5:36 pm. I came out of the airplane, my first time on an airplane, I came
down this escalator and I came out and I was greeted by brother's friends and other community,
whom were all ironically just Africans. And so, then they drove out to El Cajon city, which is
where I lived at the time, it was just a lot hills and I didn't see the high rise that I was promised. I
didn't see the luxurious Dubai style buildings. It was a little bit of a letdown but as I grew and
went to school and noticed that my friend was very nice and that kind of compensated for that let
down. and I remember, this is my first time, being up close and personal with someone who is of
another skin color and so I remember me and my friend Brain, who is white and comparing skin
color and saying oh my god, you know,  you do have a skin, and he's like you're not just - you
know, he was just as surprised as I was but I think he had more exposure than I did and so we
kind of compared our skin tones and I got used to the life in America very quickly but it was
nonetheless a little bit different, much of an upgrade of course but it's not what we idealized from
other countries. 



N: What do you think some of the challenges you experienced when your started your new life
here?

K: You know, me being in the care of my brother and his wife, we did not - I did not have to
worry about bills or navigate my way through that. I didn't find adjustment difficult since my
brother had already has been living here for several years, we had apartment, our lives were a lot
smoother, contrary to someone who would arrive here at a later age but I think transition was, the
biggest issues were just the language and understanding some of the norms. For example, the
way we would say, "bye" is different, it's opposite of American so my teacher said by to me and
bye you kind of flop your hands up and down and that in my country means come here and while
when you have in America, the equivalent would be putting your hands palm upward and kind of
summon someone to, "come here" that would be come here but if you had the palms upside
down and you flopped your hands it would be "bye" and I would return to my teacher thinking
she's calling me and she would just say bye and so we had this back and forth kind of thing  and
then my brother told me, "No she's saying goodbye now, you got to leave her man" and so some
things, some simple adjustments had to be made but it was a seamless transition I would say for
me just because of the age. 

N: how do you feel now about your decision to come to the U.S? do you miss anything about
your country and how do you feel about going back to your home town?

K: you know even though the decision was sort of made for me, but I did have some decisions
that I have made to follow my brother, even though my mom was adamant against me coming
because of being at such a small age and she wasn't sure who would be caring for me, um I think
it's the best decision I could have made. Not there weren't opportunities in other countries but
this country just provides you better opportunities and it is possible that I could've been very
wealthy in my country or had a better life but I wouldn't change a thing about the way my life
has unfolded because I am not fortunate enough to tell you these stores or else we wouldn't be
having this conversation, and so I'm fortunate that regard. 

N:   So, how would you describe yourself, or how would you describe your ethnicity in the
American definition?

K: you know, in the American deinftion, I am African America, I guess, but I am also Ethiopian
American, which is African American but it’s a little different then African who have - who
were here. There are more Americans than immigrant Americans - immigrant African
Americans. I think there's a little bit of distinction there but I think, on paper and everything else,
the way I would feel, I am African American. 

N: can you talk about your experience as an African American here in the U.S.?

K: You know, having lived in a diverse area as an African American, I didn't find some of the -
fortunately, I didn't deal with any racism or anything like that. I think most of the - there are
general fear of the "other", but that is in every culture, everyone who doesn't understand certain



people or certain culture is going to be apprehensive and I don't take apprehensive gestures as
racism but I haven't felt or experienced any overt racism and I think all of my interactions with
various ethnicities and so called races - I haven't had a negative experience.

N: What were your expectations before you came to America, did you expect America to be
socially - or racially diverse? 

K: No, I thought it was all white. I thought America was all white. I came here I saw Hispanic
person; my teacher was Asian. I was friends with African Americans. I didn't know that there
were African Americans. I was just young and therefore ignorant to the composition of the
United States and so when I came here and I learned that there were African Americans who
were stolen from Africa, many many years ago, and I have endured the atrocities that they had,
you know, I was very moved by it. I was very sad to learn humans would do this to one another.
And, it was very traumatizing to see that at 4th grade history books and some illustrated books,
and watch movies like Amstad, and seeing here's what America - here's the experience Africa
Americans in America and watching Malcom X, and other historic figures and seeing how they
were resisting. I had no idea that this was going from my prospective but I can imagine how
traumatizing this could be for American who had to listen to this at very nascent age and are
more closely tied to this history than I am. So, this one things that, I think, other ethnicities of
America don't understand because the African American experience in America is sometimes the
only experience that African Americans have and it is often just painful and there's no alternative
story to be able to be told. But overall I did learn that they're perseverance and struggle led to me
being able to sit in a classroom, as African, one of the same color - to be able to enjoy the fruits
of my labor with equity, because of the what they've gone through so I do pay homage to Martin
Luther King, and W.E.B Dubois, Bucker T. Washington and all other have come before us to
carry on the touch of freedom that this country promised everyone.  

N: so you just talked about, the racial inequality that you noticed here in America, did you notice
gender inequity, or can you talk about gender inequality here in America. 

K: from my perspective, gender inequality was a lot smaller. I mean there were less gender
inequality here in the United States than it was where I came from so I did not notice gender
inequality. in my country for example, you'd surprised to see a woman doing certain things like
even driving or taking on leadership position so there's huge gender inequality in my country that
it's hard to notice any inequality here but that doesn't mean it doesn't exist but I am talking to you
about my earlier experience here in America. 

N: so did you notice differences in how society treats those who identify as LGBTQ in your
home town vs. here in America. 

K: In my opinion the African countries, LGBTQ, classifications or tendencies, let alone, full
blown acknowledgement, is unheard of, and as you know in Kenya and Uganda - if one is found
to be homosexual, they could be stoned or killed in public and so this is much of the culture that
is Ethiopia. I think or know anyone who was openly gay. And I think the culture does a great job
suppressing those kind of deviant behavior, if you consider that a deviant behavior, which from a



biologist perspective is not really a deviant behavior but one that is found all species and there's a
biological foundation for any behavior such as one that is a sexual preference. 

N: Now we will be talking about civic engagement. I know you mentioned that you are a citizen.
you have the citizenship. Do you vote for the U.S elections and why or why not?

K: I became a citizen in 2015. So I delayed my citizenship for many reasons which I will not go
into details and bored you with right now. but I became a citizen in 2015 and I voted for the first
time in 2016 elections and I am not engaged in other midterm elections or small elections. I just
do one general which is bad. I should be engaged at all times. I wish I had voted for the first
black American president but was at the background cheering. but I was able to vote last year. It
is a very empowering experience. The reason why I voted is because I was actually kind of
debating whether I should go vote or not since I live in California but I didn't want to face the
fact that if someone that I didn't want elected gets elected that I didn't try to stop it at least. I see a
lot of people who are not engaged and say “huh, it is another election” but they complain about
the outcome and so I think it is important that one become prospectively defensive as opposed to
be passive aggressive. 
N: elaborating on that, do you have any thoughts about the current politics climate here in
America. 

K: The beauty of the United States is that I noticed between my former country and the United
States is one, the election is only four years term. you can bear for four years and you can decide
your fate. But what we had in our country is the same people in power for 29 years that is a
bigger burden and that leaves a stronger mark than a four years that you endure. Also, in
America, the institutions have more power than the people and so the power you put in in people
is limited and there is checks and balances contrary to my country where one leader can do a
way? with the whole institution and dictatorship and people's rights can be taken away very
easily. So, I have forgotten the question (laughs) and would turn the microphone to you.

 N: The question was what is your thoughts about the current politics and I think you already
answered this question. So, you mentioned that the Ethiopian community here is quite large.
How are you connected to your community here?

K: I try to stay connected to the community to preserve my language which is one things that I
want to preserve from my country because I still have to speak to my family members who don't
speak English and I strongly want to preserve that. I attend any community organizations,
community gathering and I participate in youth soccer teams to be able to promote integration
through role modeling. we want too to have the American opportunities and I think if we don't
assemble properly, we limit our chances of successfully acquiring the American dream. 

N: what about your connection outside. Are you still connected to your family in Ethiopia? Do
you tend to send money or gifts back to your hometown?

K: yes. remittances, sending money back is I think is an obligation for any American, any
immigrant American. you are expected to regardless of what your socioeconomic status is to



send money to your family members who are less fortunate than you are. Having someone in
America means these people there are relying on you. They know you have a better opportunities
and they are relying on you. It is hard to say" no I don't have this because the picture that
America has sent out of itself to other countries doesn't allow you to say, yes, Americans are
struggling too and so you are obligated. I think any immigrant would tell you that there are
financially connected as well as now there is just so much social media and medium of
communication that you are always in contact with, I mean I am in contact with some of the
people that I remember form the country. having left early, I am less connected than others but
nevertheless, somewhat connected. 

N: I know you mentioned, you are in the medical field and that is you career. Since you are
involved and in a daily basis in that field. what is your opinion about the U.S mental health care
policies and the whole industry.

K: the mental health policies and mental health in general. Mental health is hard to understand
because there is no engram of mental disease. For example, if you have a liver disease, they
could do liver biopsy, if you break your hand, you can have an ex-ray and you can see there is
broken bone. you can see the liver deteriorating. There is physical manifestation of the disease.
But with mental health, it is difficult not just diagnosing it is subjective but finding yourself ill is
also subjective. So I could have mental disorder but it is hard to know where is the cut off where
mental disorder starts. we have difficulties understanding mental disorder therefore, the resources
allowed for mental disorder is not disbursed to lower socioeconomic areas. Often a therapeutic or
a psychiatrist are afforded by the wealthy and it seems like it is something that the wealthy, just
like playing golf needs access to or accesses as supposed to this is an important resource for
everyone and it should be rendered to everyone that has a mental disorder or mental disease
which is a real thing to lower socioeconomic areas. Mental health itself I think as in modern
medicine has not yet to understand it. Doctors are trained from biophysical prospective where
they are treating a disease pattern like I described earlier, a failing liver or a broken bone from
physical or biological perspective and not by medicine, by physical therapies but meanly,
cognitive psychological therapies the effect of it is not easily quantified the uses of those
therapies that might work it is not understand. the diseases aren't fully understood. If the United
States, the most advanced maybe not for long but yet the most advanced is having problem with
this. so you can understand how mental illnesses in other countries and in my formal country is
hard to even fathom. So you have institutions in Africa where mentally ill person is sent and are
beaten so that get this whatever possessed them t leave the body. They do unconventional
treatments but it is unfortunate because mental health diseases are just as real as any physical
element. I think this is an area in median where people can actually step up and push the
envelope little more further out. I don't think it is any ones' fault, i think we are just ignorant to
the complications of mental health. 
N: Going back, I know you mentioned you are in the medical field. what is your specialty and
profession?

K: I do research in neonatal intensive medicine. So that is baby is born often premature and it is a
field I got into because before I did clinical rotation, I didn't know that pre-mature babies existed
and when I saw the first premature baby, I was taken it back. I asked my clinical instructor, " Are



they real!" and she is kind of looked at me weird and with further examinations, I was able to see
a two kilograms less maybe 1500 grams’ baby who you can see vasculature, very small, very
tiny helpless. just laying there mechanically ventilated and when I got to know the field little bit
more, I relaxed that if you care for this baby at this time and if anything happens to this baby, for
the first its life, you have affected and because what the experience it had, it goes through this
time and sometimes will be with it with the rest of its life and that is what really drew me into it
and the fact that we don't have access to such services in Ethiopia. The last time I went, there
were maybe me less than thirty baby doctor that are have specialty in this field. Many would die
if they don't get this service or care and this is an area that much resource and knowledge needs
to be invested in. I thought that was surprised because I didn't know this existed. i was surprised
because we didn't have this in my country and the obstetric care is not prevalent. So a lot of
woman would die in a child birth. I have a cousin, one of favorite cousins who died at a child
birth. She was giving birth and I remember that in that Gojo bet   that i decided early, where
community women who would "specialist" and birth would come in after hours of labor and she
eventually passed away. So at that time, I didn't understand what was going on but having the
experience now, it could've been something that could've been prevented. but because we didn't
have the resources, we lost someone who was very close to us. there so many families for sure
they were going through some of the same thing. So I find this field very rewarding and I am
happy to be at the position where I am.
N: I think we covered a lot of questions. Is there anything we haven't covered that you would like
to talk about?

K: No. I don't have anything. yea.

N: What would be your final words or advice for future generations?

K: for future generation, I think we need to look go of the idea of the entitlement and work as if
no one owes you anything. Work as if you have nothing and you would gain nothing but to make
yourself happy every day without the need for something, without the need for others, without
the need to be a certain way. Like I need this. I think when we get rid of this entitlement that
society owes you something, society need to be nice to you or your parents need to give you this
so you can be better so you can do better and take it upon ourselves to strive for whatever it is
that want to accomplish. I think what stand between you and your goal is only then yourself and
you have depending on how you manage yourself is able to direct yourself easily without
external factors toward accomplishing these goals.

N: I think this is a great advice.

K: Thank you so much.

N: I would love to thank you so much for sharing your story with me today and yea we are done.

K: I am happy to be here and I hope the listeners see little bit the world from my perspective and
Thank you very much.



N: Thank you. 


